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FH81 Mid-size horn handle. Marked GERMANY. $59
BW18 Two tool folding bow marked GERMANY on one side with Henckel’s twins trademark on the other. $115
BW133 Ernst Wahl’s German Registered Design No. 954,914 of July 21, 1926). Leather pouch. Marked GERMANY and D.R.G.M. Bent tip. $65
BW135 German multi-tool with cap lifter in the handle, hammers on the sides and various tools held in place by a sliding collar. Web helix. Shown in Gustav Öhring’s 1935 catalog as the “Öehringia 1936.” $145
BW136 German multi-tool with cap lifter in the handle, hammers on the sides and various tools held in place by a sliding collar. Wire helix. Marked MADE IN GERMANY. Shown in Gustav Öhring’s 1935 catalog as the “Oehringia 1936.” $145
BW157 Folding bow marked GERMANY. $15
TK03 Multi-tool marked GUSSSTAHNL (cast steel). $49
TK16 Jackhammer corkscrew and coal car cap lifter souvenir by Holtzmann Saarbrucken (Saar is a German coal mining area). $89
TK41 Combination corkscrew, cap lifter, and ice breaker. German Registered Design No. 1,698,385 of March 2, 1955 by Monopol-Werk. $49
BW18 Two tool folding bow marked GERMANY on one side with Henckel’s twins trademark on the other. $115
CN44 Combination tool marked PATHOS COMPLET, MADE IN GERMANY. $8
CN113 German P-38 type can opener. $45
CN156 Folding combination tool marked D.B.G.M. GERMANY. $59
DL58 German double lever with original box. $15
DL98 Large Double Lever by WMF Germany. $22 with box.
EB23 Folding pocket corkscrew advertising “Frank C. Buhl, La Buhla Cigars.” Marked D. PERES GERMANY. $275
FG03 German 1930 Registered Design No. 1,111,176 by Richard Wielputz. Marked PATHOS PRIVAT. Combination corkscrew, bottle opener and knife sharpener. $85
FG09 German 1928 Registered Design 1,049,529 by Solinger Metallwaren Fabrik GmBH. Also patented in France in 1931 (no. 702,997). Advertising “Chevron Jeunesse & Sante.” $79
FG12 German 1928 Registered Design 1,049,529 by Solinger Metallwaren Fabrik GmbH. Also patented in France in 1931 (no. 702,997). Marked HOFFRITZ NY GERMANY. $69
FG41 Hollweg Patent Corkscrew. Marked on all four of the hinged pieces: PATENT ANGEMELDET / MADE IN GERMANY / MADE ABROAD / PATENT APPLIED FOR. Small 2.25” version with square shank and two oval openings. $135
FG44 Hollweg Patent Corkscrew with square shank and two oval openings. Marked PATENT ANGEMELDET / MADE ABROAD / PATENT APPLIED FOR. Small version. $155
FG45 Hollweg Patent Corkscrew with square shank and two oval openings. Marked PATENT ANGEMELDET / MADE IN GERMANY / MADE ABROAD / PATENT APPLIED FOR. $95
FG46 Hollweg Patent Corkscrew. Marked MADE IN GERMANY/ MADE ABROAD / PATENT APPLIED FOR. $85
RP14 German open frame corkscrew with bearing assist. Marked MONOPOL. $55
RP54 Bacchus corkscrew with cork expeller derived from German Registration (D.R.G.M.) No. 1,246,839 by G. H. Usbeck, 1933. Cap lifter in bell. $39
Left: RP60 Hercules spring assist open frame corkscrew. $22

Right: RP61 Hercules spring assist open frame corkscrew. $18
MN48 Vest pocket perfume/medicine corkscrew on original sales card. Made in Germany. Card has a crease and a stain as seen in the photo. $95
MN50 Vest pocket perfume/medicine corkscrew on original sales card. Made in Germany. Card is torn where corkscrew inserts. $95
MN51 Miniature folding bow corkscrew marked GERMANY on original sales care. $75
MN71 Miniature folding bow marked GERMANY. $35
PN062 Snap fit sheath corkscrew with German advertising. $35
CL06 Combination corkscrew, cap lifter and can punch. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. Bottom portion of snap missing (see photo). $29
CL10 Combination corkscrew/cap lifter. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. $29
CL14 A German corkscrew/cap lifter in an Italian leather pouch “Made in Italy for Neiman Marcus.” $59
CL17 Combination corkscrew and bottle cap lifter in leather pouch. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. $33
CL25 Combination corkscrew, can piercer, and bottle cap lifter in leather pouch. Marked GES GESCH for GESETZLICH GESCHÜTZ (protected by law), CHROME JOY PLATED (Joy was a tradename for Rex Cutlery), and REX CUTLERY CORP. GERMANY. $35
CL28 Combination corkscrew, can opener, and bottle cap lifter in leather pouch. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. $29
CL30 Combination corkscrew, can piercer, and bottle cap lifter. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. $29
CL32 Combination corkscrew and bottle cap lifter in leather pouch. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. Pouch is stamped SAKS 5TH AVENUE, MADE IN WEST GERMANY. $35
CL53 Corkscrew/bottle opener in leather case with funnel and nesting cups (gilded inside) marked GERMANY. Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. $139
CL54 Corkscrew in leather case with funnel and nesting cups (gilded inside) marked MADE IN GERMANY. The funnel is used as a cup by attaching the corkscrew to the spout as shown. $139
CL63 Mark of Müller & Schmidt, Pfeilringwerk, Solingen, Germany, makers of pocket corkscrews and travel articles. $39
CL64 Manicure set including combination corkscrew, cap lifter, can opener by King, Western Germany. $89
CL65 Manicure set including combination corkscrew, cap lifter, can opener by Griffon, Germany. $89
DL100 German double lever. $15
FH99 Germany Hoehl Sekt Waiter’s Friend / Knife. $55
KL07 German all steel corkscrew with foil cutter. Marked as shown. The word on the second line appears to be SOLINGEN. $55
BM12 The Cyklop from Wilh. Hocke, Wiesbaden, Germany. Frings German Registered Design 926,839 of March 30, 1925. Very heavy! $275